APOPHIS ASTEROID IMPACT
The purpose of this illustration is to consider if the Asteroid that is named Apophis is the Biblical one that is attributed to being Wormwood as some Bible Study Scholars purport, possibly. This Asteroid, if it will be Wormwood is to flyby the Earth on the proverbial Friday the 13th in April of
2029. It was called Apophis, after the Greek mythological name of the Egyptian entity of Apep, the Nemesis of the Sun God Ra. The name Apep is considered the ‘Lord of the Dead’ or Underworld. He is the evil Serpent or ‘Red Dragon’ that dwells in the dark abyss the Egyptians called the Duat.
Others would attribute this to Leviathan. Apophis is estimated to be only as big as a ‘big’ Asteroid. If it does hit the Earth, it would cause damage but nowhere near the cataclysmic scale that the book of Revelation describes will be worldwide. Such events are projected to affect at least .33 of
several variables, Ocean, Ships, Fish Life, Land, Rivers, Water and People. Apophis is only estimated to be around 1210-1350 feet long or 370-450 meters.
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If Apophis dues hit the Earth, and a densely populated area like
Washington D.C., the Impact Crater size would be about as big as the
entire breath of the core Washington D.C. Mall from the Lincoln
Monument to just beyond the Robert Kennedy Stadium. With the
amount of Impact Energy, this would amount to a Nuclear detonation
of the Russian Czar Bomba. This would be just over a 50 MT Nuclear
Detonation that would take out an entire city.
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Thus, based on this mathematical ratio comparison,
Apophis is a significant Asteroid to consider the
potential damage and loss of life, but it is nowhere
near the catastrophe as depicted in the book of
Revelation where it is to affect .33 of the planet in
various forms.
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The blast would be felt at least 500 miles from Washington D.C., as far
as Indianapolis where windows would shatter due to the Shockwave.
Aside from the core Impact Crater of about 5 miles wide, a subsequent
area of the Greater D.C. up to 20 miles would all be flattened. At the 40
mile range, there would still be significant infrastructure damage and
severe injuries to People. It would be estimated that around 2.5 million
People would die instantaneously due to the fire ball. And another 1.3
million People would suffer significant bodily injuries as far as the 40
mile radius.
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Meteor Crater, Arizona
‘Impactor’ diameter was to have been only 160
feet wide or 50 meters causing crater to be 560
feet deep. Apophis would be 2,800 feet deep.

